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1. INTRODUCTION

Surfaces with extreme wetting states, superhydrophobicity and
superhydrophilicity, exist extensively in nature and allow biospe-
cies to adapt themselves to their surrounding environment.1�3

Recognizing the roles of the two key parameters, surface energy
and roughness, of these surfaces has led to the development of
plenty of artificial superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic
materials.4�10 The reversible conversion between superhydro-
phobic and superhydrophilic states on these materials can be
achieved by tuning the surface energy using various types of
stimuli, including light,6 heat,7 electrical field,8 or surfactant.9

However, the conversion of the two extreme wetting states for
liquids with lower surface tension than water (surface tension γlv
= 72.1 mN/m), such as glycerol (γlv = 63.0 mN/m) or hexade-
cane (γlv = 27.6 mN/m), has seldom been achieved because
creating superphobic surfaces to such liquids is much more
difficult than creating superhydrophobic surfaces. Recently,
superoleophobic surfaces, that is, surfaces with super-repellent
properties to low-surface-tension liquids, have been realized by
several researchers.11�17 Such achievements open a door to the
modulation of the surface wettability for various liquids with
surface tension between oil and water.

Thanks to the photocatalytic and photostimulated superhydro-
philic properties, titania (TiO2) allows the superhydrophobic�
superhydrophilic conversion on the same surface bymodifying the
TiO2 surface with a hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer and
UV irradiation alternately.6,10,18 Superoleophobic TiO2 surfaces,

however, have seldom been obtained probably due to the difficulty
of fabricating overhanging TiO2 structures on which a liquid can
exist in Cassie�Baxter state (henceforth the Cassie state),19 which
proved to be a critical factor of the superoleophobic surface.11

In the present work, we demonstrate that superoleophobic
surface can be obtained on perfluorosilane-rendered TiO2/
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) composite coatings.
Through ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, the wettability of such
coating can be tuned from superoleophobic to superhydrophilic.
During this conversion, the coating surface can be modulated
from superphobic to superphilic for any liquids we used with
surface tension between 27 mN/m (hexadecane) and 72 mN/m
(water). Moreover, by controlling the dose of the UV irradiation,
superphobicity and superphilicity can exist on the same coating
surface for liquids with different surface tensions, including
various organic liquids and water.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Synthesis and Surface Modification of TiO2/SWNT
Composite Coatings. Liquid phase deposition (LPD) is a wet
process for the synthesis of metal oxide thin films.20,21 Here, a modified
LPD process, composite LPD (c-LPD), was used to synthesize the
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ABSTRACT: Superoleophobic surfaces were demonstrated on
perfluorosilane-rendered titania (TiO2)/single-walled carbon na-
notube (SWNT) composite coatings. Scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
observations revealed that SWNTs play a key role in the
formation of overhanging structures and the nanoscale roughness
on the coating surface, which compose the two critical morpho-
logic factors for a superoleophobic surface. The wettability
conversion from superoleophobic to superhydrophilic of the
composite coatings was realized by the gradual decomposition
of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) on the coating surface using UV irradiation. Contact angle measurement on
both smooth TiO2 surface and rough composite coating surface under different UV irradiation time revealed that the wetting behavior
of the liquids on the composite coating surface passes from the Cassie to theWenzel and finally to the inversed-Cassie regime. Different
liquids show different irradiation time for the wetting state change. By controlling the UV irradiation dose, liquids with surface tension
difference smaller than 5mN/mcan exist in completely converse wetting states on the same coating surface, that is, superphobic for one
liquid while superphilic for another with lower surface tension. Mixed organic liquids with different surface tension can be completely
separated through a coated grid using this wettability tuning technique.
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TiO2/SWNT composite coatings. In this process, SWNTs were intro-
duced in the reaction solution as a second phase to modify the
morphology of the TiO2 coatings. As the parent solutions for deposition,
ammonium hexafluorotitanate ((NH4)2TiF6) (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) and
boric acid (H3BO3) (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) were dissolved in deionized
water at a concentration of 0.3 and 0.4 M, respectively. After the two
solutions were mixed together, 1�4 μg/mL 99% purified single-walled
carbon nanotube (SWNT) (Nanointegris, U.S.) was dispersed in the
solution by ultrasonic treatment for 5 min. Silicon wafer substrates
cleaned by standard Piranha etching solution were immersed into the
treatment solution and stayed at the bottom horizontally at 45 �C for 12
h. Next, the substrates were removed from the solution, rinsed with a
copious amount of deionized water, and dried in a nitrogen stream. TiO2

film was synthesized as a result of the following hydrolysis reaction:22

ðNH4Þ2TiF6 þ 2H2O ¼ TiO2 þ 2NH4F þ 4HF

The addition of H3BO3 shifts the equilibrium of this reaction to the
right due to a consumption reaction with F according to the following
equation:

H3BO3 þ 4HF ¼ BF4 þ H3O
þ þ 2H2O

The freshly preparedTiO2/SWNT coatings were rendered oleophobic
by immersing substrate into 0.5 wt % 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltri-
chlorosilane (FDTS) (Indofine Chemical Co., U.S.) in hexane for 15min.
The samples were then rinsed in plain hexane to remove excess FDTS,
dried using nitrogen, and cured at 120 �C in air for 1 h. To modulate the
wettability of the coating, UV irradiation was carried out using a mercury
lamp with wavelength of 365 nm and intensity of 21 mW/cm2.
2.2. Characterization. The morphology of the TiO2/SWNT

coatings was investigated by a JEOL 6500 field-emission gun scanning
electron microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Samples
were not coated with an additional metal layer. The initially synthesized
TiO2/SWNT hybrid clusters were observed via a transmission electron
microscope (TEM) (FEI Tecnai T12A) at an accelerating voltage of 120
kV. The TEM samples were gathered from the (NH4)2TiF6/H3BO3

solution with dispersed SWNTs 5 min after reacting at 45 �C and
centrifuged at 8000 rpm. The obtained precipitates were then ultra-
sonically dispersed in ethanol and transferred on 300 mesh copper grids
with Formvar film by depositing a drop of the ethanol dispersion on the
grids. The amount of FDTS on the coating surface at different UV
illumination time was measured on an SSX-100 X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) system (Surface Science Instruments) equipped
with a monochromatized Al KR X-ray source, a hemispherical sector
analyzer, and a resistive anode detector. A metal grid above the samples
as well as a low-energy electron flux (10 eV) were used for charge
neutralization. The X-ray source was operated at 20 kV and 10 mA
(200 W), and the spot size was 1 � 1 mm2. Survey scan spectra were
recorded at a pass energy of 150 eV and a step size of 1 eV, whereas
individual high resolution spectra were taken at a pass energy of 50 eV
with an energy step of 0.1 eV. The peak fittings were conducted using the
ESCA 2005 software provided with the XPS system. Charge compensa-
tion was done by setting the C�H/C�C peak to 285.0 eV. A
Gaussian�Lorentzian model with Gaussian percentages of 80�100%
was applied to the peak fittings. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the
composite coatings was carried out on a Bruker-AXS microdiffract-
ometer with a 2.2 kW sealed Cu X-ray source.

Static contact angles for various liquids were measured using a contact
angle meter, OCA15 Plus (Dataphysics Inc., Germany). For each sample,
a minimum of five readings at different locations on the sample surface
were recorded. The sliding angles were also measured using the same
apparatus.
2.3. Fabrication of Smooth TiO2 Films and Roughness

Measurements. Smooth TiO2 thin films were deposited on silicon
wafer at 220 �C in a 200 mm diameter crossflow atomic layer deposition

(ALD) reactor (Savannah S200, Cambridge NanoTech, U.S.). Using
titanium tetraisopropoxide and water as precursors, the deposition
proceeded for 300 loops, and finally anatase TiO2 films with thickness
around 20 nm were obtained.23 Surface roughness of the ALD TiO2

coatings was measured by using a Nanoscope III Multimode scanning
probe microscope (Digital Instruments). The measurements were
operated in tapping mode with a scan area of 1 � 1 μm2. Final surface
roughness was calculated by the average of 10 measurement points.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nucleation and growth of the TiO2 crystal caused by the
hydrolysis of the metal fluoride complex mainly appears in the
vicinity of the heterogeneous solid�liquid interface in the LPD
process. When SWNTs were added in the reacting solution, the
suspended nanotubes will be incorporated into TiO2 as a result of
the nucleation of TiO2 crystals on the nanotube surface. Typical
of surfaces with low coordination and interfacial energy, the
nucleation of atoms on the carbon nanotube surface tends to
form atom clusters rather than a continuous monolayer.24,25

Therefore, TiO2/SWNT hybrid clusters were formed in the
solution. With the increase of TiO2 particle size on SWNTs, the
hybrid clusters settled down on the substrate and were gradually
embedded in the coating (Figure 1). Finally, the overlapped
TiO2 clusters on the coating surface resulted in a highly porous
coating with self-overhanging structures (Figure 2A�C). The
TEM image of the TiO2/SWNT hybrid clusters formed at the
initial reaction stage is shown in Figure 2D.

The as-synthesized TiO2/SWNT coatings demonstrate super-
hydrophilicity and strong capillary to water. XRD analysis shows
that the synthesized TiO2 crystals are in the anatase phase
(Figure S1). When treated with FDTS to chemically lower the
surface tension γsv, the composite coatings were changed from
superhydrophilic to superoleophobic drastically, displaying a
contact angle of 160.4� to silicone oil (γlv = 21.5 mN/m) with
a sliding angle of 5.9� (Figure 2E).

A more detailed SEM observation reveals that the surface
of the TiO2 clusters is composed of nanocrystals with size of
30�50 nm (Figure 2B). Indeed, nanoscale TiO2 particles gener-
ated at the initial stage of the LPD process (Figure 2D) are
assembled together to form the TiO2 clusters in microscale. The
hierarchical surface structures therefore constructed are normally
desired structures for a liquid-repellent surface, known as the lotus
effect.26

When no SWNT was added in the solution, the obtained pure
TiO2 coatings showed a worse oil repellency with contact angles
less than 140� to silicone oil. SEM observation shows that flake
crystals were formed on the top of the TiO2 clusters (Figure 3A,B).

Figure 1. Illustration of the formation of overhanging structures in
TiO2/SWNT composite coatings.
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The flakes are ammonium oxotrifluorotitanate (NH4TiOF3)
crystals grown together with TiO2 particles probably due to the
aggregation of the titanium fluoride complex in the vicinity of
TiO2 surface. The amount of NH4TiOF3 crystals in the coating
decreased with the presence of SWNT in the solution and
completely disappeared when the concentration of SWNT
reached 2 μg/mL. When SWNTs were added, the solid�liquid
interfaces in the reaction solution increased significantly due to
the large specific surface area of the SWNT. The increased
interface area facilitated the nucleation of TiO2 crystals and
decreased the average concentration of the titanium fluoride
complex near the solid surfaces. Therefore, the nucleation rate
of NH4TiOF3 is lowered. Moreover, during the growth of the
NH4TiOF3 grains, the incorporation of SWNTs in the crystals
can also inhibit their growth.

Improvement of the oil repellency was observed as the smooth
and wettable NH4TiOF3 crystals were gradually removed from
the coating surface. As shown in Figure 4, the contact angle of the
composite coatings with silicone oil increased from 137� to 160�
and the tilting angle decreased from 32� to 5.9�when the content

Figure 2. Superoleophobicity realized on a TiO2/SWNT composite coating surface. (A) SEM images of the TiO2/SWNT porous coating on a silicon
wafer synthesized using 2 μg/mL SWNT. (B) The cross-section view of the coating shows overhanging structures formed by the TiO2/SWNT clusters.
(C) The high-magnification view of the coating surface shows that the surface of TiO2 particles is covered by nanocrystals, forming hierarchical surface
structures. (D) TEM image of the TiO2/SWNThybrid clusters synthesized at a reaction time of 5min. The inset shows a single SWNT coated with TiO2

clusters. (E) A droplet of silicone oil on top of the above coating. The inset shows a droplet of silicone oil rolling down a tilted coating surface.

Figure 3. SEM images of TiO2 coatings synthesized at SWNT concentrations of (A) 0, (B) 1, and (C) 4 μg/mL. The insets are drop shapes of silicone
oil on the corresponding coating surface.

Figure 4. Contact angles and tilting angles for different liquids as a
function of SWNT concentration. The inset shows a drop of silicone oil
(dyed with Oil Red O) on a TiO2/SWNT coating surface synthesized at
SWNT concentration of 2 μg/mL.
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of SWNT in the reaction solution increased from 0 to 2 μg/mL.
Further increasing the concentration of SWNT to 4 μg/mL
caused a loose coating in which the TiO2/SWNT hybrid clusters
have little adhesion to each other (Figure 3C). This increases the
instability of the Cassie state on the coating surface and thus
degrades the oil repellent performance.

Under UV irradiation, TiO2 surface can decompose the FDTS
monolayer as a result of photocatalytic action. The decomposi-
tion process studied with XPS is shown in Figure 5. The atomic
percentage of C�F bond (689.2 eV) in the F element decreased
almost linearly with the UV illumination time and went down to
zero after irradiation for 12 h, indicating that the FDTS on the
coating surface can be completely decomposed. The XPS
spectrum of TiO2/SWNT coating without FDTS treatment
was also presented for comparison. The peaks at 684.8 eV

represent the TiF6̅ component, which probably comes from
the trace of (NH4)2TiF6 residues on the coating surface.

Liquids with different surface tensions, hexadecane, 40%
ethanol in water (γlv = 30.2 mN/m), 11.1% ethanol (γlv =
46.0 mN/m), glycerol, and water, were used to evaluate the
wettability tuning effect of UV irradiation. As shown in Figure 6A,
for each liquid, the contact angle of the coating decreased sharply
and went to around zero when the irradiation time exceeded a
critical value. This critical irradiation time is longer for liquids
with higher surface tension. Eventually, after UV irradiation for
13 h, the coating was converted from superoleophobic to super-
hydrophilic. According to XPS results, one more hour of UV
irradiation was needed to make the coating superhydrophilic
after FDTS was completely decomposed. This might be because
of some FDTS residues that underlie the TiO2 overhanging
structures and thus are hard to detect by XPS.

It is worth noting that during this conversion, the wettability of
the coating can be tuned from superphobic to superphilic for
every liquid tested. Moreover, by controlling the dose of the UV
light, the same coating surface can be superphobic to one liquid
while superphilic to another with lower surface tension. As
shown in Figure 6A, before UV irradiation, the coating surface
is superphobic to all of the liquids tested (corresponding to
window I). At this time, both hexadecane and 40% ethanol
(Figure 6B-I) can roll on the coating surface (Figure 6B-I, movie
S1). After UV irradiation for 2 h, the coating was tuned from
superoleophobic to superoleophilic with hexadecane due to the
partial decomposition of FDTS. Meanwhile, the coating still
remained superphobic to 40% ethanol and other liquids (window
II). The two converse wetting states of hexadecane and 40%
ethanol on the same coating were shown in Figure 6B-II (also
movie S2). Given the small surface tension difference between
hexadecane (27.6 mN/m) and 40% ethanol (30.2 mN/m), this
method shows a capability to distinguish liquids with surface
tension difference less than 5 mN/m.

By further increasing the illumination time, the same coating
can be tuned to be superphobic and superphilic, respectively, for

Figure 5. F 1s XPS spectra recorded on the FDTS-rendered TiO2/
SWNT coating surface under different UV irradiation time. The inset
shows that the atomic percentage of C�F bond (corresponding to
FDTS) varies with irradiation time, indicating the decomposition of
FDTS under UV irradiation. The XPS spectrum of the TiO2/SWNT
coating without FDTS treatment is also presented for comparison.

Figure 6. Wettability tuning of the TiO2/SWNT coating using UV irradiation. (A) Contact angles (θ*) for various liquids, including hexadecane, 40%
ethanol, 11% ethanol, glycerol, and water as a function of UV irradiation time. Windows I�VI correspond to the surface states in which a liquid pair can
be distinguished by complete converse wetting behavior on the coating surface. (B) Wetting behavior of liquid pairs on the coating with surface wetting
states corresponding to windows I�VI in (A). I: Superphobic to both hexadecane (colored with Oil Red O) and 40% ethanol (dyed with methylene
blue). II: Superphilic to hexadecane while superphobic to 40% ethanol. III: Superphilic to 40% ethanol while superphobic to 11% ethanol (dyed with
methyl violet). IV: Superphilic to 11% ethanol while superphobic to glycerol (dyed with metanil yellow). V: Superphilic to glycerol while superphobic to
water (methylene blue andmetanil yellow were dissolved together in water to get a light green color). VI: Superphilic to both glycerol and water (also see
movies S1�S6).
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each pair of the liquids tested, including 40% ethanol versus
11% ethanol (46.0 mN/m) (Figure 6B-III), 11% ethanol versus
glycerol (63.0 mN/m) (Figure 6-IV), and glycerol versus water
(72.1 mN/m) (Figure 6B-V). Finally, with the FDTS decom-
posed completely after UV irradiation for 13 h, this porous
coating was switched to superhydrophilic (Figure 6B-VI) and
showed a strong capillary effect with water again.

To further understand the mechanism of this wettability tuning
phenomenon, smooth anatase TiO2 coatings were synthesized on
silicon wafers using ALD and treated with FDTS. The coating
thickness is about 20 nm, and the root-mean-square roughness is
0.4 nm. The contact angle changes of these smooth coatings to
different liquids were recorded with increasing UV irradiation
duration (Figure 7A) and compared to the corresponding rough
c-LPD TiO2/SWNT coatings. It is well-known that the relation-
ship between wetting and roughness can be explained by two
independently developed models, the Wenzel model27 (eq 1) and
the Cassie�Baxter model19 (eq 2):

cos θ� ¼ r cos θ ð1Þ

cos θ� ¼ � 1 þ ϕsð1 þ cos θÞ ð2Þ
where θ* is the apparent contact angle on the textured surface, θ is
the equilibrium contact angle on a smooth surface of the same
material, r is the surface roughness, and ϕs is the fraction of the
solid in contact with the liquid. Surfaces in Cassie state usually
show superphobicity to liquids.

Figure 7B illustrates the plot of cos θ* on the rough c-LPD
coatings as a function of cos θ with respect to the smooth ALD
coatings. (Only data for 11% ethanol are shown here for legible
reading. The wetting diagram for other liquids can be found in
Figure S2.) It is clear that the behavior of the liquids can be
separated into three states with the decrease of θ. In the first state,
the surface displays high apparent contact angles θ* even when θ
is smaller than 90� indicative of being in theCassie state due to the
presence of overhanging structures. The c-LPD coatings show a
superphobic state to the liquids as a result of the trapping of air
between liquid and surface textures. When θ is smaller than a
critical value θc (about 69� for 11% ethanol), θ* decreases rapidly
from more than 150� to less than θ and keeps decreasing with θ.

The slope of cos θ* with respect to cos θ is larger than 1,
indicating the wetting state falls into the Wenzel regime. A third
linear regime with a slope much smaller than 1 was also observed
when θ was further lowered to a second critical value θc

0
. In this

regime, liquid penetrates inside the microtextures of the coating
and surrounds the drop on which the contact angle is measured.
Therefore, the liquid drop sits upon a mixture of solid and liquid.
We refer to this hemiwicking/wicking state as the “inverse-Cassie”
state, because it is the exact inversion of the Cassie state described
above and can be expressed by:28

cos θ� ¼ 1� ϕ
0
sð1� cos θÞ ð3Þ

where ϕs0 is the fraction of the solid islands in the mixture area of
solid and liquid. Superphilic surfaces are usually formed in
this state.

The values of ϕs, r, and ϕs0 for different liquids were calculated
and are listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the three parameters vary
with different liquids. ϕs increased from 0.061 to 0.121 with the
decrease of liquid surface tension from 72.1 mN/m (water) to
30.2 mN/m (40% ethanol), indicating liquids with lower surface
tension have larger solid�liquid contact area on the same coating
surface when they are in the Cassie state. When in the inverse-
Cassie state, on the contrary, liquids with lower surface tension
have smaller solid�liquid contact area. In the inverse-Cassie
state, a liquid drop sits on a composite surface consisting mainly
of liquid, apart from a few solid islands. Low-surface-tension
liquids more easily wet a solid surface, and, therefore, more solid
surfaces are immersed in the liquid at the contact area, resulting
in a smaller ϕs0. The roughness factor, r, defined as the ratio of
true area of the solid surface to the apparent area, ranges from
1.45 to 2.43 when liquids go into theWenzel state. Because of the
nanoscale roughness formed by the nanostructures on the TiO2

Figure 7. (A) Contact angles (θ) for various liquids, including hexadecane, 40% ethanol, 11% ethanol, glycerol, and water on smooth ALDTiO2 surface
as a function of UV irradiation time. θ decreased almost linearly with the irradiation time. (B) Plot of cos θ* for 11% ethanol as a function of cos θ,
showing the wetting state change with the decrease of θ. Blue lines are guides to the eye.

Table 1. Values of Os, r, and ϕs
0 for Different Liquids

hexadecane 40% ethanol 11% ethanol glycerol water

ϕs 0.121 0.091 0.079 0.061

r 2.43 2.06 1.62 1.61 1.45

ϕs
0 0.010 0.018 0.024 0.033
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surface, high-surface-tension liquids probably cannot get all of
the true surface area wetted, resulting in a lower r.

From the above discussion, we can give a picture of thewettability
tuning process on the composite coatings under UV irradiation.
The coating surface changed from superphobic (Cassie state) to
superphilic (inverse-Cassie state) rapidly through a middle wettable
state (Wenzel state) as the intrinsic contact angle θ was reduced
by UV irradiation. The critical irradiation time for this wettability
jump increased with the increase of liquid surface tension, giving a
time window (windows I�VI in Figure 6A) for a pair of liquids
with different surface tensions. The coating surface shows both
superphobic to one liquid and superphilic to the other in this
window.

A useful application for this property is the separation of the
mixture of liquids with different surface tensions. As shown in
Figure 8, a stainless steel grid (square pores with 0.7mm spacing)
coated with the TiO2/SWNT (Figure 8A) can be used to
separate the mixture of silicone oil (21.5 mN/m) and 40%
ethanol (30.2 mN/m) (Figure 8C, movie S7). Silicone oil
droplets (red) can easily pass through the grid, whereas 40%
ethanol (blue) mixed in the silicone oil beads up on the surface.
No 40% ethanol was observed to go through the grid regardless
of the size of the blue droplets in the mixture. By further
increasing the surface energy of the coating to another level
using UV irradiation, the same grid can also be used to separate
diiodomethane (γlv = 50.8 mN/m) and glycerol (63.0 mN/m)
(Figure 8D, movie S8). It is worth mentioning that, once tuned,
the wettability of the composite coatings is quite stable with time.
For example, the treated grid is still effective in liquid separation
after being exposed in air for more than 90 days.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated that superoleophobic
TiO2/SWNT composite coatings can be obtained by a c-LPD

method and the wettability of the coatings can be tuned from
superphobic to superphilic with water and various organic liquids
under UV irradiation. Liquids with surface tension difference
smaller than 5 mN/m show completely inverse wetting states on
the same modulated coating surface. On the basis of this
property, the separation of organic liquids with different surface
tensions on a TiO2/SWNT coated grid was demonstrated. We
anticipate that our approach may provide new pathways to
microfluid control for not only water but also various liquids
with lower surface tension.
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